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HOD Note
We at The Department of Psychology believe that
academic institutions like LSR have a crucial role to play
in this day and age where competitiveness is the buzz
word and an environment like ours, provides for
alternative thinking patterns that are rooted in dialogue,
debate and discussions. Equality, inclusivity and the
celebration of diversity are a foundation for all that we
do at LSR and these are given expression in our
wholehearted commitment to the quality of the student
experience in the department of Psychology. The attempt
here has always been to provide an inclusive platform
for students so as to make each student feel a part of a
community that celebrates difference and diversity. In
this space there is appreciation of intellectual excellence
and enhancement of creativity of one and all.
Over the years, Psychology department has grown both
in its physical space as well as the faculty strength. We
now have 4 laboratories and one computer lab, besides
our classrooms. Two of our labs are fitted with
projectors for our presentations. Our current strength of
9 permanent faculty members and 3 guest faculties make
it a wonderfully big family of diverse minds bubbling
with positive energy! Each member brings along a
varied set of views which provide for freshness and
vibrancy. Another significant change has been in the
increasing spate of Association activities where students
have interfaced with the professionals from the
discipline, intellectuals from allied fields, socially
relevant thinkers, etc. The Department journal brings
together variety of ideas from people of diverse fields to
make the journey more educative. A Ted talk was
organised by the Psychology Department to enhance the
all round knowledge of the students. The National
Seminar focuses on paper presentations, along with
other activities like panel discussions, workshops and
movie screening with discussions, by professionals from
all regions of the country. Finally, the Peer support
group is specially trained to handle the day-to-day
problems of the students of our college at the grass root
level. The interdisciplinary collaborative researches (a
University of Delhi initiative) that has faculty members
and students engage with over a research topic, is a
huge leap in linking theory with praxis.
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To ensure, through a commitment to the personal
education of each student, a quality of education and
experience which enables students to apply the values,
skills, and intellectual discipline they have acquired in
their future lives and careers, and which generates a
lifelong sense of connection with the department as well
as the College. Through the sensitivity of our
disciplinary knowledge, we will continue to enhance the
value of our social as well as educational mission.
Fostering this value system in our student community is
a challenge since the forces of change are strong and
unyielding. Hence, there is constant pressure to
succumb. To be able to constantly engage with the
student community in order to encourage them to walk
to the beat of a different drum is an endearing task! LSR
is seen as an acronym for Leadership with Social
Responsibility because of the constant endeavour to
sensitize students to using the privilege of their higher
education as a resource for the community. The faculty
members of the department do believe that in the
development of individual potential and leadership we
make our greatest contribution to society. By being
research informed, we lay value on critical engagement
and robust analysis. Whether through individual or
organisational engagement, we insist that all aspects of
our activity should be sustainable and responsible
wherever it is deployed throughout the world. The
Mental Health Awareness week carried out workshops
in schools for the benefit of the school students, the
'because you matter' campaign aimed towards
spreading awareness for suicide prevention and mental
health
The department strives to provide for an unfettered spirit
of exploration, rationality, and enterprise amongst the
student community. Hence, the wish list is as follows:
An outreach program: to set up a counselling centre in
the campus in order to provide varied therapeutic
services, free of cost to the Zamrudpur village
community or nearby areas. Student volunteers to be
trained and assigned responsibility to do regular
awareness programs on concerns related to children,
adolescents and women in the areas adjoining the
college.

Research and resource centre: setting up of a state
of the art resource centre/ laboratory that will house
current psychological tests. Training facility to be
organized for the execution of these standardized
tests. Along with it, a provision to be made for
accessing the latest journals online with efficient
WiFi facility.

innovative mediums and formats in the classroom
and his presence was a resounding success.
Last but not the least; the editorial is a stupendous
body that does remarkable work. The task of this
communion is of importance since they collate
information in order to disseminate it to the larger
assembly. My earnest request to you is to broaden
your horizons. Take on action oriented tasks, make
current debates in our discipline available to us
through your writings, step out of this psychology
lab and make yourself read and heard by the other
social science disciplines.

Faculty exchange program: bi directional faculty
exchange programs to be explored with universities
abroad where short term faculty exchanges are
possible. This will further enrich the classroom
experience of our students. The dept had a six month
interaction with Fulbright scholar Prof. Whoolery I wish them good luck for their future endeavours.
Mathews who provided a confluence of diverse,

From the Editors‟ Desk
―The act of writing, when it goes well, gives me a
pleasure, a joy, unlike any other. It takes me to another
place — irrespective of my subject — where I am totally
absorbed and oblivious to distracting thoughts, worries,
preoccupations, or indeed the passage of time. In those
rare, heavenly states of mind, I may write nonstop until I
can no longer see the paper. Only then do I realize that
evening has come and that I have been writing all day.‖
– Dr. Oliver Sacks
As Editors-in-chief we feel proud to be an active part of
the Editorial Board of the Department of Psychology,
Lady Shri Ram College for Women for three years now.
We were correspondents in our first year and
associate/managing editors in our second year. Both of us
have been part of the making of this magazine since its
inception. And it has certainly made us look at
psychology from varied perspectives. From varied ideas
that made us ponder over subjects in ways we couldn't
have imagined before, to actually holding the magazine
in our hands and realizing that we had created something
concrete, something we could hold, it was truly an
amazing feeling. Something that we have learnt in the
three years of being in this small knit group of ours, is
that, with all the hard work that goes into the making of a
magazine, it comes with nuances of pleasure that are
incomparable to anything else. Being poked and pestered
and then doing the same to other members of the editorial
board to send their articles on time and making them
write reports which they don't really want to write was
without a doubt a struggle due to our hectic schedules
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that we always complain about. But it all seemed worth it
when we made bonds with each other, a smile, a hug,
when we ran into each other in front of the staff room
holding reports, or near the Nescafe, discussing
submissions, all of it was worth it. So, without much ado,
we are extremely proud to present Zeitgeist, Volume III
of The Annual Magazine of Department of Psychology,
LSR. As psychology students, we strive for learning from
different perspectives; this year we wanted to include a
multidisciplinary angle to our magazine. As a result of
this, we received a ton of entries from other departments
of the college, we were extremely happy to see such an
enthusiastic response. We would like to thank everyone
who contributed to our magazine with their creative
gems. We would like to thank the editorial team without
which the publication of the magazine would not have
been possible. We would also like to thank Dr. Megha
Dev Dhillon and Dr. Bhawna Devi, Association-InCharge of the department for their guidance and support
throughout the process of making this year's magazine
without whom we would probably be shooting in the
dark. We would also like to thank Dr. Preeti Dhawan,
HOD for her never ending support. We also appreciate
the love and support of all the faculty members of our
department. Last but not least, we also appreciate the
love and support of our peers and friends without whom
we couldn't have finished what we started. We hope that
our readers would enjoy reading this magazine as much
as we enjoyed putting it together.
Sabeeha and Tanvi

PENDULUM OF
MORALITY
By Shambhavi Sengar
Right and wrong are relative terms, it has long been
known
Things that happen, seldom happen the way that they
are shown
Truth and lie are strangely bound in bonds of fact and
perception
When is it that words of integrity morph into deception?
Strings of words and promises are fairly fickle friends
They are known to hold people for eternity and lead
them to their ends
And should one choose to break free from the
unflinching grip of a word once given
He is held back by his pride and principles, those
offerings of nature and religion
A man is as a man does, yet who is to judge his action?
Who might be so liberated of preconception, so free of
aversion and attraction?
North and South, left or right, they are subject to your
stance
The principles of probity are oft governed by chance
A man was led astray you say and yet, who is to decide,
Which was the path to tread upon, which was to be
denied?
Is it society that is right, with its flawed and hollow
preachings?
Or is it religion to which I must turn, with its
incongruous teachings?
It wavers and it moves, you cannot predict whence it
may swing,
The pendulum of morality is a capricious thing.
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“मध्यमवगीय”

THE LAND BEYOND
by Apoorva Gupta

प्रशॊसा

As I walked down a place I had seen
I wondered where I had been.
The mystery of the place proclaimed
It was made of lands unnamed.
Bare sand stretched far and wide
When up and above came a roaring
tide.
I gulped my neighbour a hundred feet
from me
Incessant screams, where could she be?
I walked ahead to where she had stood
And saw a totem made of wood.
It showed her face, in rage
None other than my own visage.
Behind her lay all her dreams
Contentment and all she deems.
Joyless still, something is wrong
Only to ambition did they belong.
Origin unknown, her possessions lay
there,
Successes, for those she did not care.
Against anyone, against herself
For whatever might be, they lay on the
shelf.
I stared at it unable to believe
It was myself I did deceive.
I clenched my fist and let out the
screech
Collapsed on my knees to beseech
Forgiveness, for I had aroused
Horror upon which I drowsed.
And as I did the sand gave way
To blithesome drizzles along the bay
The feel of which sparked joys unseen
Behold my laughter to a merry green

स्
ै वाऱ

भध्मभवगीम रोग
अऩने फच्चों भें अऩना सऩना योऩते-सीॊचते
खुद फॊजय होते जाते हैं
इस भ्रष्ट दनु नमा को फदर दे ने की हहम्भत
जट
ु ाते-जट
ु ाते,
एक हदन खुद यभ जाते हैं उसभें चुऩके से,
जी बय के जी नहीॊ ऩाते अऩने आज को,
उसे फचाते चरते हैं कर के लरए ..
फडे अच्छे रोग होते हैं मेअच्छे भोहये , अच्छे लशकाय औय अच्छे वोट,
कोई चोय यास्ता नहीॊ जानते मे/
न पॉसते हैं ककसी बर
ै ा भें ,
ू बर
ु म
न उठाते हैं कोई जोखखभ,
फडी भासलू भमत से ऩडते हैं प्रेभ भें
औय लभरने के लरए फडी सावधानी से ढूॉढते हैंबफना वैट औय सर्विस टै क्स वारा ये स्टोये न्ट...
सब्जी -बाजी ,ककयाना के साथ,
कबीकबी खयीद डारते हैं सेकेंड हैंड ककताफें ,
औय ऩढ़ते हैं उनभें र्वद्रोहहमों की जीवननमाॉ,
इन रोगों के ऩास जजम्भा है ,
ऩयम्ऩयाओॊ को गरे भें फाॉधकय चरने का,
औय चाय रोगों से डयने का,
कबी नहीॊ होते मे अऩने भन केऔय न कबी होने दे ते हैं आसऩास के रोगों
को,
मे झॉझ
ु राते हैं फारयश भें बीगने ऩय,
औय घफयाते हैं सदि हवाओॊ से
मे...न फहकते हैं, न भचरते हैं, न चचल्राते हैं
जजन्दगी की यस्सी ऩय ककसी नट जैसे
सधकय चरते मे रोग
सहनशीर ,स्वभग्ु ध,सॊजीदा...
भयने के फाद रोगों से ऩाते हैं प्रशजस्त ऩत्र 'फहुत अच्छे आदभी ' का..
औय कबी कोई जान नहीॊ ऩाता
कक अऩने सफसे गहये अवचेतन भें वो
अऩनी र्वचायधाया के शब्दकोश से
एक शब्द लभटा दे ना चाहते थे''भध्मभवगीम''..
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The Sound of Flipping Pages by
Divyanshi Pandey
The sound of flipping pages, the smell of
new parchment and an underlying
current of excitement, it is the beginning
of an old story that takes me into a new
world, fills me with a feeling so
undefined, yet so powerful that moves
me beyond measures. Yes. A book!!
Hard leather bounded, stack of papers
which nurture in themselves a story, a
world so full of wonders that it seems
more appealing and alluring than the
cold reality.
I have always wondered about my life
without books. Seems like a dull life
without colors or love. When I think
about it, it seems as if my whole life
literally in all sense revolves around
books. I remember those stolen moments
when I hid in the bathroom for hours just
to complete ‗one‘ more pages. Reading
was never a burden or duty to me. It was
home. My refuge. A place where I
could hide and forget everything and just
be. Now that I know better, I think who I
am today, in lot of ways comes from the
stories I read while growing up.
I think it all started when I was in class
7th or 8th when I was left alone in a room
with a single children‘s book, THE
SECRET SEVEN by Enid Blyton. Since
that day I have loved Blyton with all my
heart. The series gave me a sense of
belongingness, a true member of the
secret adventure seeking gang. My
cravings for quest and exploration began
from then. Then came in the other
books. The Famous Five, Nancy Drew,
Hardy Boys. It went on for a while.
Then I hit a jack pot. Meg Cabot. The
perfect book for my perfect teen wishes.
It let be me pretending to be a princess
and falling in love with my best friend
(The Princess Diaries) or having a very
cute ghost haunt my bedroom (The
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Mediator) or be as popular as Regina
George (only less meaner). They were a
different world in themselves where I
learned about people with imperfections
could also have a perfect life. Where I
learned that the friends and family stay
forever and that no matter how hard life
is at that moment, things will be okay.
And what are books for if not to make
your life a little less hard. Even if for
some time.
Next in my list came the very illustrious,
very magical, Harry Potter. When I say
my life isn‘t the same again after this
encounter, I mean it. There was so much
to love and nothing to hate (except
Umbridge who I loathe just for existing).
My childhood would have been
incomplete without this series. Snape
taught me to love like no one else,
Hermione taught me to be a geek and be
proud of it, Ron taught me Friendship
and Harry taught me the Courage. The
far away imaginary lands of Hogwarts
held more life to me than my ordinary
muggle one. I forever await the day
when a Hagrid of my own, breaks down
my front door; with a squashed pink
cake and says, ―You‘re a wizard
Divyanshi‖ (forget how the name sounds
all weird).
I state with conviction that in everyone‘s
life comes a day when a single prospect,
a single line by your favorite idolized
character moves you beyond measure,
twists your heart and makes you want to
give up your current surroundings and
become fictional. Would want to save
them from the world and also hug them
and bake them cookies and tell them
they are worth the sun and every other
star and that everything‘s going to be
okay.
Whew!!! Intense!!

But so is this. ―Dumbledore
watched her fly away, and as her
silvery glow faded he turned back to
Snape, and his eyes were full of
tears.
"After all this time?"
"Always," said Snape.‖
― J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows
A moment of silence for
appreciating how these few words
could change the whole perception
and Iona of our late beloved Snape
who with these lines now rules
thousands of hearts. His love for lily
overcomes his role in all the rest six
books where he was no different
than a teacher we detest (lovingly of
course!).
This book made me grow up and
then I wanted to read about love.
The true kind of love that I so
desperately sought. The kind of love
Rhett Butler did. The heart throbs of
all women from our grandmother‘s
generation to ours. Of how even
talking of the man fills my belly
with butterflies and makes my heart
flutter.
―Sir, ―she said, ―you are no
gentleman!"
―An apt observation‖, he answered
airily. "And, you, Miss, are no
lady.‖
The book Gone with the Wind is a
magnificent historical epic which is
an unforgettable tale of love and
loss of nation morally divided and
people changed forever. It is and
will always be the greatest classic
ever written. Showed us the true
character of a man. Of how not
every heroine is a damsel and needs
rescuing, of how not every hero is a
gentleman and can forgive his love

to gain a happy ending. But what it
does teach us is the importance of
hope, spirit and loyalty shown by
THE Scarlett O‘Hara. You may not
like her but there is no ignoring of
how till the end she believes in
―fiddle-dee-dee After all, tomorrow
is another day!‖
And I believe this is the mantra that
we chant. All our lives. Well
tomorrow is another day. It gives us
the hope, may be of being able to
submit our reports in time or finding
our soul mate we so desperately
seek. But Tomorrow. Sigh!!
In the conclusion, there is no better
way to explain than“I am a grenade," I said again. "I
just want to stay away from people
and read books and think and be
with you guys because there's
nothing I can do about hurting
you: You're too invested, so just
please let me do that, okay?
"I'm going to go to my room and
read for awhile, okay? I'm fine. I
really am fine: I just want to go
read
for
a
while.”
― John Green, the Fault in Our
Stars
I say it because “A book is a
dream we hold in our hands. The
only dreams. ” Books are all that
we ever want, we ever could want.
The characters, the drama never
feels so real. We laugh with them,
cry with them as they with us.
Maybe the generation we live in has
made reading a burden that children
carry, to be done with like a chore.
But never for me and few of the
lucky ones who chose to believe in
this magic. Because this magic has
certainly worked for me. It has
made me happy. Simply by being
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WHAT OF LANGUAGE?
By Swastika Jajoo
What of language?
The syllables you speak leave
voids inside your throat
that can only be filled
with further syllabising.
Too often, I have held a word
and examined its dimensions,
height, width, breadth and all
but it all comes down to how
it sounds on the tip of my tongue.
Heat, for instance.
Searing knives
drawing tattoos on my body
with dark ink. The fire spreads,
takes shelter in my crevices
and leaves the smoke lingering.
The smoke is a by-product,
residue inside a residual body.
Fire creates and smokes fumigates.
It detoxifies, not out of virtue
but necessity.
What, then is the language of smoke
grey clouds of ash rising
to my lips, assuming forms,
playing roles, masquerading
as storms then, they come rushing
in a fury of words.
Then, you scream because
you can taste the blood.
Hush, says the fire
it is no massacre.
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RED INK
by Shwetha Gopal
I had always wanted a blue pen.
Someone is scribbling with red ink on my blank paper.
It's getting spilt slowly.
There is a constant bicker.
Blue and Red. Blue or Red? Red or Blue?
Blue blue blue. Please blue.
Am used to Blue. Is it a malicious disguise?
No you fool, it is red this time.
The past has tricky ways to tune your mind. Probably.
If the glass is blue, all you see is blue.
Yellow, White, Pink, Green, Violet, Black, Orange,
Crimson, Maroon never occurred to me.
RED? Simply never.
A colour known to me by bards.
But a colour less known.
A sweet flavour served gently, take it or leave it?
Dilemmas have a latent purpose. Sometimes.
And so do these feelings, much fresh.
I close my eyes.
Someone is casually strolling fingers through my
tangled hair knots.
Eyes open.
I think of not thinking about what am going to think
about thinking. But I think about it anyways.
Disputes that rise, provide me with unnecessary
company.
I flow through a stream of imagined laughs over
unprecedented farts and deliberate burps.
An illusion of nasty fights over what is more
comfortable a position to cuddle.
A canvas where someone like you and me are painted,
A glass from which sips are gradual and shared.
A muffler that is warm and embracing on a cold winter
morning,
A random page of a beautiful book,
A sentence that needs no punctuations,
A pen that scribbles on and on,
In uninhibited, free, affectionate and honestly dishonest
Red ink.
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MARGINALISED
SHADOWS
by Aneesha Sopori
Just as I step ahead,
A bit away from the edgy bed
Of the road, I was walking on
With continuous din and dim
from all spheres.
With all my mood and me only,
Walking like winning the world
holy!
A stranger walking ahead of me,
And I wanted to walk and walk
Like same behaviour of human
insanity,
Leaving behind their each rock,
Huh, people the hawks.
But what I still found,
With just every step I walk
ahead
The shadows of us on the road
Seems to have no colour, no
dress
Neither biological structure
Nor any biological process,
For sure, not practised any
dogma,
Dogma, that makes us
debilitated either
Or a terrorist for other.
The shadows still seem like
talking.
Talking, but with no words,
Words, that make our language.
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The language, that separates me
and him,
Me, you and entire mankind.
They were teasing
And crossing over each other
With no money to buy
Any playing stuff or gloves.
With no money, to show off
Either of them is rich or poor.
Both walking in peace,
Without harming any, at least,
Not killing each other.
They were just felled into
benevolence
Which made his shadow
A human for mine!
Let‘s create the same feel of
Benevolence among the
mankind,
Let‘s save you, me and others
From being slaves in our only
world,
Let‘s not see another 26/11 or
9/11,
Let‘s not be the marginalised
shadows in our home,
Let‘s be the change, and march
together,
Smallest ants cast the longest
shadows,
LET‘S COME TOGETHER
AND SAVE OUR WORLD

EVOLUTION OF MEN IN
INDIAN CINEMA
by Bhavna Mehrotra
Bollywood has completed 100 glorious years in
our country. The medium has, over the
last hundred years evolved its own
concocted mix of form and content. Over this
time, while many leave the industry before time,
others just grow out of it. Today the
marketplace itself has variants – it is a
"homogenized landscape where there exists vast
expanse of the homeland cinema, the regional
pockets and the ever enlarging diaspora canvas
with a dash of Hollywood. Bollywood and the
cinema that it represents is considered to reach
out and consumed by millions of Indians with
diverse cultural roots and relatively nuanced
Indian-ness. Through all the years passed,
women and their positions in Bollywood – on
and behind the cameras have changed
dramatically. A lot has been said, written and
researched about Mother India, Simran and
Naina. They have been criticised, mocked at,
and discussed at length. We been reading about
how it‟s time that female stars get their due
share in Bollywood, how they should be paid
equally, how movies should focus more on
females, how, actresses‟ roles should increase
and so on.
Bollywood is infamous for being a “male
dominated industry”, but how many times have
we really tried to look at the men in Bollywood?
In
the
very
early
stages
of
its evolution, women characters were played by
men. Dadasaheb Phalke was forced to cast a
male actor as the female lead in Raja
Harishchandra because he couldn‟t find a
woman who would play it. While this does
portray patriarchal setup and the confined state
of women in the country then, does it also not
speak about men and their beginnings in
Bollywood as well? They didn‟t just start as men
playing male characters, but as men
characterising women on screen.
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Moving beyond this obvious evolution;
surprisingly enough, not much has been said
and written about the growth of any male actor
and/or character. Why so?
While the reasons obviously remain unknown,
it is important and at the same time interesting
to see how much space the industry has given to
the men who are a part of it! Women - actors
and characters - have evolved over time. But
what about men?

Evolution, as I started with, is manifold and
multidimensional.
It
all
started
from
conventional Mr. Sweet and adarsh beta of the
family, we have come a long way – a long way to
well, not so sweet and adarsh characters.
Characters follow the girl, stalk her to no end
and end up marrying her- while that‟s wrong on
all levels, the point remains that Bollywood has
indeed changed the way it looks at men and
women. Though a lot is yet to be done and said
and moreover, understood. (See Shahid Kapoor
in R Rajkumar).
Given the fact that male actors essentially have
longer careers in Bollywood while female
actresses tend to get replaced by young starlets,
how much do the „guys‟ get. They end up being
fitted in a box – Amitabh Bachan is tagged the
„angry young man‟, Shahrukh Khan becomes the
lover boy, Aamir Khan the perfectionist, Salman
Khan the Dabbang Khan and Akshay Kumar as
Rowdy Rathore. And this typecasting is not just
limited to the top-notch actors; everybody
seems to get put into compartments in the
industry restricting them and their talents.
Riteish Deshmukh, for a long time, was seen
just as a comic hero; even though he has been
performing other roles (Tere Naal Love Ho
Gaya, Bluffmaster and Ek Villain). At least
actresses are not encompassed by the envelope
of such imaginable boundaries.

Also, the importance of males is not
reducing, but that of females is definitely
increasing. Use of technology and the
amount of money spent on maleoriented movies is insane. Yes, insane.
While earlier (even today, for that
matter), the amount of money spent in
casting male actors was high, now, the
budgets of male-oriented movies are
sky-rocketing (See: RaOne). RaOne had
a budget of 200 crores, while Vidya
Balan‟s Kahaani was completed in 8
crores. Yes, you read that right! Reforms
in budget, anyone?

where they will have to evolve constantly
to sustain them. Body types have
changed from sleek to bulky and
muscular. A perfectly chiseled body is a
must have for any Bollywood male actor
now. Those who didn‟t have 6-pack abs,
now work relentlessly to get that evolved
look of hotness. From Raj Kapoor, Dilip
Kumar, Dev Anand era to the phase of
Amitabh Bacchan and Rishi Kapoor, we
have come to the Khan era Shahrukh,
Salman, Aamir, only to reach to the
Siddharth Malhotra, Varun Dhawan and
Aditya Roy Kapoor portion- and man, we
Not just has Bollywood evolved in the realise how much the industry and its
context of the male breed, individual actors-cum-characters have changed.
actors too seemed to have evolved. Time Talking about working behind the
does change things, and the constant scenes, men have also progressed in
Bollywood biggies are witnessing this their thinking and creation of movies
very change. The characters change, so and scripts. It‟s a fact that women‟s
does the actors. Look at Salman Khan, portrayal in films has changed – for the
for instance. After having done movies better of course. But at the same time, it
like Maine Pyaar Kiya, Huma Saath would also be interesting to note that
Saath Hain and Hum Aapke Hain men are the ones creating these much
Kaun; his latest movies, Ready, more confident, independent and
Dabbang and Wanted, which were powerful characters. Farhan Akhtar,
nothing but item number plus fight Sujoy Ghosh, Sanjay Gupta – are just
sequences. Characters changed and few of the many men in Bollywood who
revolutionised drastically, and so did the with their progressive thinking have
actors. Have a look at Salman from the been able to create movies like Don,
1990s and him, now, the difference is for Kahaani and Jazbaa respectively.
you to see. It also speaks volumes about Men have evolved not just in Bollywood
how emotions and their interpretations but also outside it. They have been doing
have changed in the industry. Romance, business for decades now, but the latest
love, drama, jealousy, grief, and sorrow trend is to be the top scorers in sports as
– when all these change and grow with well. They have evolved from Bollywood
the changing society; it is importance to to cricket (See: Shah Rukh Khan),
realise that men too have developed.
football (See: Ranbir Kapoor), kabbadi
Evolution is not just an intangible (See: Abhishek Bacchan).
construct; the physical evolution of
males is also pretty evident. With
increasing beauty standards all over the
world, males too experience body
consciousness and body image issue.
Expectations of the directors and the
audience have put men also at a position
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To conclude and put this idea in
perspective, I would just point out again,
that men, like women have also evolved
during the journey called Bollywood.
Whether it is for good or bad, only time
will tell. Till then, keep thinking.

“HEY F.R.I.E.N.D.S! DO YOU EXIST? OR IS
IT JUST ME?” by Ananta Gaur
The other day I was casually surfing my Twitter
timeline when suddenly a MUCH retweeted tweet
popped up. It was by a fan who had proposed a
rather dark alternate ending to the much loved TV
series Friends. If you are a Friends addict, I‘m sure
you know what I am talking about. For those who
haven‘t understood why this should concern them,
you NEED to read this. My article is not a fan girl
rant, it is a lot more serious than that and concerns
us all, our beliefs about existence and our reality.
No, I haven‘t lost my mind over the infamous
trending ending. But should we not think how an
alternate ending gained so much popularity after
almost a decade since the last episode was aired?
And if it concerns something so close to our hearts
such as Friends, then good Lord, we‘ll understand
better! What is it that has the world going mad?

from Central Perk, with Ross, Rachel, Joey,
Chandler and Monica making a reference to ―the
crazy lady who always stares at us‖. They all have
different names and personalities.

On the evening of 24th August, Xenophon
Moscrop (@strnks on Twitter) perhaps meditated
or popped a pill and tweeted what has since been
on fire. According to him, the show should not
have ended the way it did- ―The Last One‖ ends
with the group leaving their apartments for the
final time before shifting to the suburbs. They go
to their spot at the Central Perk for a last coffee.
For Moscrop, this doesn‘t fit. In his proposed
ending, the show is just an imagination. You heard
it right. There are not six, but only five friends.
Phoebe Buffay is a drug-addicted homeless person,
who lives in a "meth-addled fantasy" world.
(Remember a few references about her living on
the streets and dealing with shady drug dealers?
*silence*). Through her "fevered imagination" she
has watched the lead characters from outside the
window of Central Perk and has created personas
for each of them ... her "friends."

The theory had been bothering me. I kept thinking
how this could be true. How could a drug addict
construct such a vivid external reality internally?
How could we believe in something like this? How
could someone script a plot as this? Can our minds
be fooled to believe all that we see, or do we
believe only what we see? Where does reality
begin and imagination end, or vice-versa?

Phoebe walks past a furniture store and catches a
reflection in a mirror. The name of the store?
‗Ursula‘… Finally she returns to the park where
she sleeps in front of the fountain. A broken lamp
stands next to her bench. It starts to rain. From
behind, we see her put up six dirty, but brightly
coloured umbrellas.
Fade to black.‖
It all fits in and makes sense.

Take a moment to let it sink in. *not inserting a
Friends reference. I know ground reality has been
shaken*

My mind was in circles. I needed an answer. There
are a thousand musings I have in a day, but this
one was eating me up. For this concerned reality
and my existence- if Phoebe could imagine this
and make us believe it all, what if I am believing a
lot of other things that are cooked up by my
imagination? What can we be sure of? Just what
WE think, right? But how can we be sure of our
own existence? What is existence and what is
reality without conscious thought?

My curiosity led me onto the quest. ‗Existence‘
Moscrop writes ―…all ten seasons were merely her
and ‗reality‘ are words that are most often found in
fevered imagination, projecting herself into the
religious discourses. Theological theories didn‘t
lives of the others. All she ever wanted
satisfy me. My belief or non-belief in God, I felt,
was…Friends…
had nothing to do with MY existence and reality.
The final scene would be Phoebe walking away
Yes, his is an altruistic search.
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The Greek philosophers have always caught my
fancy. Handsome men with the sexiest brains
(pardon me fellow Feminists, sorry women were not
that much in the scene at that time.) They had been
grappling with these questions since ancient times.
Protagoras was the most famous Sophist (Sophists
were wise men of fifth century Greece, who were
not identified with any single school or movement.)
He rejected absolute universal truth and made the
famous statement ―Man is the measure of all
things.‖ Implying it is all in our heads? The original
writings of the Sophists are lost and Plato (middle of
the fourth century BC.), extremely negative of their
ideas (and devout disciple of Socrates) is our only
source of knowledge for them. It is essentially
through Plato‘s paradoxical and much debated
writings that are in the form of indirect dialogues,
that we get Socrates‘ philosophies. Yes, Socrates,
the Father of Philosophy never wrote a single word
himself. He is what he is because of what he said
(allegedly) and because of what Plato (and a very
few other followers and disciples) wrote. The reason
I called them paradoxical writings is that we can
never be sure if the content can actually be
attributed to Socrates. What if Plato, possessed of
immense artistic imagination just attributed his own
philosophies and theories to Socrates to protect
himself from the oppressive climate of Athens?
Because if we are to endorse their theory, then
perhaps this reality that we know of, is construed.
Similar to our Indian (essentially Hindu, but also the
inspired Buddhist and Jain) theory was Socrates‘
belief that ―...a human being is a soul imprisoned in
a body‖. He also believed in the immortality of the
‗soul‘. Plato‘s ―original‖ writings involve the central
doctrine of ―forms‖ or ideas‖. This is from one of
his translated dialogues-

located in space or time) are goodness, beauty,
equality,
bigness…unity,
being,
sameness,
difference, change, and changelessness.‖
*phew?!* Does Plato imply that we are unaware of
the reality that exists beyond our perceptions?
Naughty Plato does not give any direct explanation
or justification to this; it is, according to Plato‘s pen
(and so we must believe in it) that Socrates provides
the answer in his famous Second Argument from
Recollection ―…we existed as a non-embodied soul
before our physical life actually began. That is why
we perceive things like justice and beauty (Plato‘s
‗Forms‘) and know them as such. We know these
things through our senses so we must have learned
them before our physical bodies existed.‖

Are we to infer from this that a separate reality
exists, different from what we know? Plato luckily
has made this simpler by writing that the soul is a
different sort of object from the body-so much so
that it can in fact grasp the nature of the forms far
more easily when it is not encumbered by its
attachment to anything corporeal. In a few of his
works (especially the most famous Republik) we are
told that the soul always retains the ability to
recollect what it once grasped of the forms, when it
was disembodied prior to its possessor‘s birth, and
that the lives we lead are to some extent a
punishment or reward for choices we made in a
previous existence. This doesn‘t relate to my search
question of whether or not we and reality exist, but
it leads to it. A striking and recurring feature of this
entire discussion that bothers me is the stark
similarity between the Indians and Greeks! How
could they say the exactly same things that we had
already said (probably a few years or centuries
before them, or conjecturally at the same time, it
hasn‘t been established yet, thanks to the Indian
ignorance) without ever having met or interacted?
Won‘t it be hilarious if all these incredibly
intelligent souls were laughing at us right now for
thinking that they didn‘t Skype? Jatayu, did you fly
them there too? Or, wait a moment, are we all
imagining this? *CRY FOR HELP!!*

―The world that appears to our senses is in some
way defective and filled with error, but there is a
more real and perfect realm, populated by entities
(called ―forms‖ or ―ideas‖) that are eternal,
changeless, and in some sense paradigmatic for the
structure and character of the world presented to our
senses. Among the most important of these abstract Back to the swirl…
objects (as they are now called, because they are not
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A younger contemporary of Socrates, Democritus
proposed an atomic theory of matter advocating
that reality is hidden from us. So they are all in fact
saying the same thing through different modelsthere is a separate reality- and it is different from
the one we know. Then what is THIS that we know
of? What is our present existence? Is our
consciousness and immediate experience a mere
illusion?

theory, claiming that it is the biggest lie ever and
the base of deceiving, making people not see the
world as a creation of God. Apart from these
religious refutations, there are no writings available
refuting the view. Nor are there any famous
solipsists-no original writings AT ALL! What an
irony-they are known just to themselves. We cannot
know of their existence.
Then came Christianity, and thanks to the advent of
the Western world, the Greek works were
destroyed. It was all God, the world was His
creation, there was good and evil. No questions to
be asked! The Church was the Blockbuster, and
science and logical reasoning were flops. Until,
renaissance… (Thanks, no thanks God!)

3rd

After Socrates and Plato,
century BC Greece
saw the emergence of Stoicism as a school of
thought. Stoics were pantheistic materialists, that is,
they assumed that ―nothing incorporeal exists‖.
Thus, all things are material. I exist physically, and
so does my external reality. Do I exist without my
thoughts? Obviously not. So then what about
imagination and my thoughts? No answer.

Jumping just 21 centuries forward, in the
seventeenth century France came Rene Descartes.
His famous ―je pense, je suis‖ or ―cogito ergo sum‖
– I think therefore I am- was the next big thing.
Rene was one of the most prominent figures in
epistemology. In the epistemological reasoning
paradigm (epistemology is the study of
knowledge), if the internalist mode of reasoning is
endorsed, then belief is a mental state, and beliefformation is a mental process. I don‘t get this- How
are beliefs formed? Through thoughts. Where do
thoughts come from? External reality. Obviously,
how can thoughts come from an internal state
devoid of external physical matter? The Father of
modern philosophy, Descartes gives this-

A metaphysical theory which claims that only I and
my experience exist, the argument for solipsism
asserts that every claim about what exists and what
I know is grounded in experience and cannot
transcend it, but that experience is immediate and
private to me; therefore nothing exists beyond
myself and my experience. The only thing I can be
sure of, is my own existence. The rest of the
people, objects in the surroundings, the sounds, the
sensations...they‘re
ALL
imagination!
So
essentially, only ―I‖ exist and ―you‖ are figments of
my overactive imagination. You are reading this
article in MY imagination. Well, we all at some
point had this belief in our childhoods. It was all
about you. Your school, play, candies, mommy and
daddy and sleep. You couldn‘t care less about your
parent‘s professional life, or your friend‘s life in
HER/HIS home-they were YOUR friends and they
did not have a life. Solipsists say only ―I‖ exists.
Do you know what that means? You just made the
theory up in your head. Or let me feel a little logical
and philosophical here please- GUYS I JUST
MADE A THEORY UP IN MY HEAD AND HEY
YOU ARE READING THIS ARTICLE I WROTE
IN OUR MAGAZINE THAT I CREATED IN MY
HEAD! LSR is in my head. It does not exist.

―I have convinced myself that there is absolutely
nothing in the world, no sky, no earth, no minds, no
bodies. Does it now follow that I too do not exist?
No: if I convinced myself of something then I
certainly existed. But there is a deceiver of supreme
power and cunning who is deliberately and
constantly deceiving me. In that case I too
undoubtedly exist, if he is deceiving me; and let
him deceive me as much as he can, he will never
bring it about that I am nothing so long as I think
that I am something. So after considering
everything very thoroughly, I must finally conclude
that this proposition, I am, I exist, is necessarily
true whenever it is put forward by me or conceived
in my mind.‖ (Med. 2, AT 7:25)

The origins of solipsism are not known. There are
mostly theological writings trying to disprove the
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While some believe that Descartes
refuted solipsism, the fact of the
matter is that solipsism IS in fact
cogito ergo sum taken to the logical
extremes. But what Descartes does
hint at, is that there is a ―cunning‖
who is deceiving us. That means
there is ―someone‖, some force that
does exist, which is different from
―me‖. Doesn‘t that prove solipsism
wrong? There is another ―I‖ that is
constantly deceiving us. (I would
like to take the credits for being
logical and philosophical now.) If we
are to combine what Socrates and
Plato said with what Descartes has to
say, there is a separate reality that
exists with endless forms and ideas.
You and I exist, physically in this
world, and our ―soul‖ or the ―I‖ is
infinite. We can be here, and we can
be there. We are in this body right
now, conscious of the fact. What we
cannot be sure of is that separate
world they talk of.
Coming to the distinction between
reality and imagined thoughts, what
could trigger thoughts of the material
world in me? I propose this- I could
be the cause of my ideas of the
material world (much in the way that
the solipsist sees things); God could
have provided me with the ideas
directly; Something other than me,
but which possesses enough power
to cause in me the ideas of material
objects, but is distinct from the
material objects and is not me or
God (such as a deceiving demon or
some such sceptical possibility); or
finally, material objects. Let me
negate these one by one. If I had
created my material world in my
head, why would I see things that I
don‘t like? How could there be

terrorism and bloodshed in the
world? Why would my mind create a
country with innocent people, and
kill them only in my head to make
me feel bad? God is no deceiver, so
the physical world is reality too. God
isn‘t
causing
my
―imagined
thoughts‖ of the physical world
either! And how foolish of me to say
that God is a creation of my mind!
Oh forgive my innocence Lord, give
me the knowledge to think more
rationally! The presence of God also
implies that a deceiving power
cannot exist! So it cannot transmit
thoughts of the material world in me!
But it can surely be the creation of
my mind. So how does it deceive
ME? Left with the last option,
material objects themselves can
cause thoughts of the material world.
So a material world does it exist,
right?
If these philosophers could assume
and establish that only I exist and no
physical world, then which is that
world that the Gods or the deceiving
power is hiding from us? Even if that
separate world exists, how do we
know of its existence? Where is the
logic behind that? How could
centuries of philosophers put in
doubt what they know of-the
existence of others in this physical
world- and establish that there is a
God or deceiving power keeping us
here? We are here, in the world with
errors. Several I‘s, in the physical
world. You exist, so do I, in the here
and now. Let us, if at all, satiate the
demons of our minds thinking that
Phoebe construed Friends. Because
the quest is endless, and we may
never know-what is reality?
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THE RANT OF A PESSIMISTIC AND
CYNICAL MIND by Aishwarya Bajaj
Dear reader,
I don‟t like this title you know, because how can
anyone‟s mind be just one thing? And you know
what? I just don‟t like titles. They are ridiculous,
don‟t you think? I mean someone writes more than
a hundred words, maybe even a thousand, and
then it is expected from that person that s/he
choose a sentence that tells the reader what those
hundred or thousand words are about. Why? Read
the entire piece and find out, why don‟t you?
Anyways, right now I am apprehensive and
morbidly frightened of the impending doom that
we are heading towards as a human race. Oh no, I
am not talking about the world coming to an end.
That won‟t be doom believe me. Doom for all of us
will be living in the ghastly world we are creating
for ourselves. Is this apprehension? Paranoia? The
result of my pessimistic/cynical thinking? Oh don‟t
seek help from those psychology textbooks for
answering this question. They will probably tell
you that I am “maladjusted”. Well, I don‟t mind
being called that, unless you stick me under that
label and cease to endeavour to understand me
because there is no point anyway since the focus
should be on making me “adjusted”, right? I am
not interested in being adjusted for now. You see, I
don‟t see my pessimism/cynicism as a problem,
not anymore. Rather it‟s a gift-a skill- that I
inherited from my mother. You can give me any
situation, any rosy picture of the world, even
utopia and I will find flaws in it-things that could
go wrong. Now, people feel that this is a problem,
that it renders me incapable of appreciating the
beauty of life. Don‟t buy that, I say, because I do
appreciate things, for a while at least, or
eventually. But, what is important is (what people
mostly miss) that this stresses me and thus, drives
me towards preparation for the catastrophic future.
All was well in my life, until recently- four years
back I mean- when I realized that there are flaws in
our world that I couldn‟t mend easily and I couldn‟t
do anything else about it. To mend them, I would
need courage, which I sorely lack, and

determination or I could do what other “adjusted”
people do-look away, rationalize and make use of
all those defence mechanisms. This makes me feel
helpless and frustrated all the time and I fear that
it‟s going to drive me insane, sooner or later.
It all started with the Delhi December 16 gang
rape. It wasn‟t the first time that a “news story” had
troubled and angered me but this was different. I
cried post reading it and more than indignant, I
felt helpless utterly. In the wake of Jyoti‟s rape,
almost everyone was discussing the rise in the
number of reported rape cases and preventive
measures but I was overwhelmed with despair. No
matter what we did now, Jyoti was dead and till
new laws were passed, new policies formulated and
till the mindsets of a large number of people
changed, girls/women would continue getting
raped. I couldn‟t get it off my mind, and after some
time I ceased putting in efforts to get rid of it.
As time passed by, my mind was brimming with
such questions, dilemma and despair. More than
often my mind would choose to indulge one such
question and this particular notorious question
would toss in my mind akin to a striker on a carom
board. Tak-tak-tak-tak,tak-tak-tak-tak,tak-tak-taktak... Once this tossing commenced, it wouldn‟t
stop, it would only wane if there were more
pressing issues my mind had to attend to. Soon, I
began to find fault with and worry about almost
everything from mundane issues of daily life to
issues of national or international importance.
So there were mundane confusions like:
The fact that even in the dog days of summer, we
are expected to wear clothes bamboozled me.(The
association of attire with status and with honour
and people‟s consequent discomfort with nudity
doesn‟t make sense to me either) The absurdity of
this practice is very soon going to compel the homo
sapiens to confront a world crisis- shortage of raw
material for clothes, I am sanguine totally. As it is
we are running out of resources for almost
everything, except of course the human resource.
Oh that reminded me of another crisis.
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The population explosion! Trying to fathom why
humans aren't ashamed of this is a tough nut to
crack for me. I mean come on, dogs litter ok?
And even they have been able to control their
population. And look at us: the so-called
intelligent species on this planet. What is even
more difficult for me to make heads and tails of
is the fact that we aren't doing anything
revolutionary to tackle this. Just standing at that
bridge in Rajiv Chowk and looking down at the
sheer number of people milling about gives me
the creeps. In school I had read about an
experiment where a large number of rats were
made to live in a small cage/box and the
experimenter continued adding more rats to the
box and eventually the rats killed one another to
even the population. Now if you tsk-tsk and
think that this day is not far away for human
beings, you surely have never travelled in public
transport or shopped in markets like Chandni
Chowk to realize how just the existence of a
fellow human can exasperate you to the extent
that you begin cursing their parents for not
using contraceptives. The sad thing is that
despite racking my brains I haven't been able to
devise a solution to this massive problem, not
that I am a genius person and would have
arrived at a solution anyway. The method
utilized by Zobrist in the thriller Inferno by Dan
Brown is very appealing to me but I am certain
that it will never be implemented in a
democracy.
Which brings me to the behemoth foolery of the
Indian population, one that they firmly believe
and claim is their greatest achievement-representative democracy. Answer one question
for me, will you? Imagine that a stranger
becomes your leader, sort of loots your house or
exploits your resources for its own benefits, such
that you can no longer believe that it's your own
house. So you kick this stranger out and
establish a cousin in its place who does precisely
the same thing as that stranger albeit treating
you like majesty once in a blue moon(mostly
once in five years) and trying to give ulterior
motives a semblance of welfare. You have the
option of choosing another cousin who will in all
likelihood do something similar in a different
way. Would you still celebrate this practice of
your cousin being the leader? Well, apparently

Indians do. The fundamental flaw here is that
we have failed to realize, (or if we have realized
then failed to act on it) that the jobs of
politicians is the only job in the world wherein
they work for someone else without any direct
continuous supervision and their salary is not
contingent on either the quantity or quality of
work they do. Imagine if as students you would
be promoted to the next class every year without
any direct evaluation except one after five years
and if your teachers were unhappy with your
work or the lack of it, they would just go and tell
the media. Would you work the way you do now?
No sector is devoid of such lacunae. For
instance, I was never content with the education
system. Even in this age when all sorts of
information can be accessed via Google, the
focus is still on goading the students up with
information and not on thinking, critical
thinking, analysis, questioning and innovation.
And the cherry on the cake is the saffronisation
of education now. To add to that is our
tremendously brilliant society that idealizes
innovation
and
demands
out-of-the-box
thinking but leaves no stone unturned in
keeping students strictly within the box.
Moreover, everything I have always valued and
treasured is being tainted by commercialization,
rat race or/and corruption- the ideals of hard
work always leading to success, of staying downto-earth as opposed to selling yourself all the
time, of the very notion of success, of love and
care, of relationships, of human rights and
responsibilities, of compassion and sensitivity,
of not classifying people into labels such as
introverts-extraverts, of the very idea of wrong
and right...
Oh I could go on and on but the world won‟t be a
better place after this rant, would it be? Besides,
my head hurts after all this thinking about all
this misery. I‟ll just fetch my rose coloured
glasses and I‟ll be okay for a while.
If you find this article published somewhere...
Oh no, it won‟t be published. Of course. What‟s
so publishable about this article? Why would
someone want to read a rant?
Yours truly
Does it matter?
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COMMERCIALISATION OF ART
by Amita Yadav
Art is like a border of flowers along the course
of civilization.-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
All of us would agree that the sea is beautiful;
looking at it, we never think of being
dissatisfied with it, aesthetically. But not
everyone lives near the sea; many people never
in their lives get a chance to see it. Yet they
would very much like to see it, and
consequently .seascapes please and interest
them. Art has been for ages doing this job of
pleasing a huge class of people, as one would
say ‗From the Pauper to the Prince‘. It has been
democratized at varied intensities throughout
the ages by the help of different forums and the
efforts of individual legends.
Today, this art has evolved-taken many forms,
some aspects of it lost and some retained…It is
ever growing and is getting democratized. In
today‘s competitive world- at all nooks and
corner one can see Darwin‘s brainstorming
theory – Survival of the fittest.
What do people of this modern era thirst for?
Happiness? Soul-satisfying explanation of self?
No. Their paramount thirst is the thirst for talent
- ―art‖ and a forum to express it. A forum where
not only the highly trained professionals get a
shot but also the most amateur among them.
And this forum is none other than – A reality
show. A forum that makes a 65 year old gasp
not by watching a world famous dance troop
swaying, but by watching a 4 year old break
dance or sing. It is a latest trend that people are
hooked on to. And in today‘s fast paced life- the
most prominent form of ‗subjective‘ art that is
made available to people is through a reality
show. Here people from all backgrounds get to
exhibit their talents in a cheaper people
accessible forum, with its arms reaching far and
wide, making sure that the talent of the person –
‗the art‘ reaches the eyes of a huge population

i.e. getting it democratized. In India, a country
that has multidimensional view on culture,
tradition, economic variations subjected to
regions, these shows ensure that art forms
belonging to all these cultural, regional and
economic backgrounds get democratized.
In this process of making sure that art reaches
people, reality shows bring in a lot of other
factors like public voting, melodrama
etc.etc….just to add spice to the show. Here the
talent of the person might get compromised
wherein *the best art* as chosen by one person
or one group might not be the best in someone‘s
or some other group‘s point of view.
But when we look at the larger picture, this
disadvantage seems like a speck. Whether the
person with the best art wins that show or not, it
doesn‘t matter, it his art is democratized to a
large population. Because art never wins or
loses, it is the artist who undergoes such
transitions in his lifetime and it is worth it for it
is the art that he sustains with himself, not the
success r the failure. We all know that art is
subjective and it in itself is in its best form. The
huge advantage that reality shows provide us
with is that they democratize art to an extent
that influences and drives the soul in all of
us…It motivates people from all background,
provides them with a forum that is capable of
allowing their art-their talent, reach thousands
of people which otherwise would have been
known just to the concerned person, not even
his or her family because of the competitive
race-life that we are leading. Therefore, even
though the talent of the person gets
compromised in reality shows, it is
compensated by its power to democratize the
art. As I said before ‗art never wins or loses; it
is the artist who undergoes such transitions‘
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CLEVER AS THE DEVIL AND
TWICE AS PRETTY by Vaidehi Mishra
There is a man out there. He‟s watching
you. He‟s lying in wait, waiting for you
to drop your guard, planning elaborate
ruses. There is a man out there. He‟s
watching you. And he cannot wait to get
his hands on your money.
They are hustlers and grifters. They
swindle people out of their life savings
and the people don‟t even realize it.
When they do, these men are long gone,
in search of a new victim.
Who are they?
They are Con Men.
Con Men or Confidence Men are
masters of deception.
The term Confidence Man was first
used by the New York City press to
brand a man called William Thompson
who used to chat up people on the
streets leading them to lend him their
watches and then he used to walk away
with them, never to be seen again.
This was the earliest form of con. Over
the years, the confidence tricks have
progressively become better and
smarter.
Victor Lustig concocted one such smart
con. After World War I, when France
was recuperating from the damages of
the war, the Government of France was
having difficulties in maintaining the
Eiffel Tower. Lustig decided to then get
forged government ID cards and
stationeries made and invited six scrap
metal dealers to one of the most
expensive hotels in Paris for a meeting.
There he told them that the
Government could not financially
maintain the Eiffel Tower any longer
and that it was his responsibility to sell
it for scrap to one of those six men (the
one who looked most gullible to Lustig).
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He asked them to keep the conversation
hushed up and it would look bad for the
Government and even made them visit
the Eiffel Tower to gauge which one was
falling for the con the most. He then
chose one of the six and sold him the
Eiffel Tower for scrap.
This was plausible for the time as the
Eiffel Tower was built for the Paris
Exposition and was not intended to be
permanent. Lustig‟s mark was too
embarrassed to go to the police and
Lustig had just pulled off one of the
biggest cons in history.
Con artists choose a target who can be
easily manipulated. They don‟t just prey
on the weak and greedy but on those
who have unfulfilled desires that even
they are unaware of and can be made
aware of by the con artists. Con artists
make you feel like you have all the
power in your hands in the beginning
but then they slowly take away that
power leaving you no control over the
situations and making you putty in their
hands which they mold to their
convenience.
But why do we fall prey to con artists?
As we have learned in psychology, if we
are paying attention to one thing we
usually ignore most of another event
taking place simultaneously. The
biggest weapon of con artists is
distraction. „Attention is like spotlight,
which means that when it‟s pointing in
one direction it pretty much ignores
everything else‟. People are very
compliant in nature especially when
ordered to do things by an authority
figure. This is explained by Stanley
Milgram‟s
experiment
on
social
compliance.

Con artists exploit this deference of
people towards authority. People let
random people park their cars when
they think that those people are the
valet. People are like sheep, they have
this inherent need to conform. This is
proved in the experiment done by
Soloman Asch where people changed
their opinions when the others chose a
lot of options, even when they thought
it was wrong. This is why chit fund
scams work so well. Con men often
prey on the fear of people by selling
them fake objects at a very low price
claiming them to be the originals and
the victims cannot even report such a
crime because they will be implicating
themselves of criminal activities.
People are also easily tricked when
they are made to feel that they are
being extra cautious. At that moment
they don‟t look out for some easy
scheme but for some long and
convoluted scheme and hence they
easily fall prey to cons. The most
common reason we fall for cons is
because the hustlers manipulate us by
getting to know what we want and
playing on our greed. They play on the
victim‟s desperation. Finally the
paucity of time is a major part of con.
If you give a lucrative offer to
someone which might be false but you
add a clause that it is available for
only a short period of time, people
have this inherent need of not wanting
to miss out on opportunities and fall
right into the con man‟s trap.
They might start to con people
because of lack of money, but
somewhere down the line they
continue conning people because they
start to enjoy what they are doing.
There are many reasons why this
happens. One of them is the
adrenaline rush you get from tricking
people by pretending to be someone
else. It is the same kind of rush a
gambler gets when he gambles and

wins. It‟s the win these hustlers chase,
a win they almost always surely get.
Another reason can be that they start
to see these cons as a game which they
need to win. They don‟t take into
account the feelings of the victim. For
them it‟s a way to showcase their
brilliance and their master plans. The
adrenaline rush in conning someone
and the thrill of the game were aptly
portrayed in the Tom Hanks and
Leonardo DiCaprio starrer movie
„Catch Me If You Can‟.
Finally, con men commit such crimes
because they think they can get away
with it. This happens not only because
of their brilliant schemes but also
because history is witness of the fact
that most of such scams go
unreported. Only the big ones make
the news. The everyday scams are
usually unreported by the victims,
most probably because of the shame
or embarrassment that comes with
accepting that you‟ve been duped or
because they just don‟t know whom to
turn to for support and help. Being a
victim of a con is no fun at all
regardless of how charming Neal
Caffrey makes it seem on „White
Collar‟.
Conmen usually cause a lot of distress
and havoc in the lives of their victims,
but this doesn‟t take away from how
beautifully their minds work. The
amount of planning and perfecting
that goes into creating a con take a lot
of intelligence which is going to waste
because of their terrible lifestyle.
Instead of jailing the con artists who
are caught, if they can be rehabilitated
and used to catch other criminals and
fraudulent people, more effective
work can be done. Just because they
chose the easier way out, the life of a
criminal, doesn‟t mean that they
shouldn‟t be allowed to help make the
world a better place.
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“तम्
ु हारी कहानी यहाॉ ख़त्म नहीॊ होती”
वैशाऱी पाण्डेय

इसमें मैंने चिड़िया के माध्यम से अपने वविार व्यक्त ककये हैं| चिड़िया की
कहानी द्वारा उसी के
ैसी जस्तचि का सामना करने वाऱे कक कहानी ितायी
गयी है कक तुम्हारी कहानी यहाॉ ख़त्म नहीॊ होती:
कऱम टूटने से स्याही का ववश्वास नहीॊ खोता,
ठहरने से कहानी पर ववराम नहीॊ होता|
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A DAY IN A LIFE OF AN ORDINARY GIRL
by Archisha Bhattacharjee
To sum it up, my entire day passes by in a rush, with
occasional moments that slow its pace down. Occasional
moments being a glance at the mirror, slow sips of coffee or
a scene in my favourite serial that ends up to be really
thought provoking. It‘s typical for all I guess.

An over thinker by nature and pitying myself, I was walking
up to the counter where I bumped into a junior from school.
Honestly, I am not so used to someone being this elated to
meet me, but she seemed to be in awe. ―You were a senior in
my school, you don‘t know me though, but everybody used
to talk about how wonderful you were in school‖ she said. In
the middle of feeling dejected, a girl coming up to me and
telling that she admired me and utter those awfully kind
words made my day. I was that girl people made fun of, the
nerd, the fat girl, the girl who thought too highly of herself,
the girl one would never want to be friends with. It gave me
a sense of pride as well as the motivation to at least live up to
the kind of human being she pictured me to be. Here‘s an
ordinary girl trying to find herself and where she stood in her
world and then there comes another ordinary girl who
reminds her that she was wonderful in the way she was.
Something felt immensely uplifting and magical about this
moment.
Later in the day I happened to receive a video message from
my father whom I seldom get to see because of his
profession. That message in particular was heart-warming
because it mentioned how much I meant the world to
someone. How someone‘s entire life revolved around me.
There has got to be something extraordinary about it right?
Without knowing about the events of the day, my mother
made one of my favourite dishes, and when I asked her, all
she said was that I had earned it. Words that are used in
everyday lingo, but the effect that it leaves, priceless.

From the moment I wake up in the morning, up till the time I
knock off to sleep, I lead an ordinary life. So an ordinary day
starts with standing in front of the mirror, rapidly brushing
my teeth due to an incessant fear of getting cavities and
dentures early on in life. Usual, right? Everybody has their
idiosyncrasies. Next come the picking out of clothes. I mean
this should be easy peasy right? Pick out anything, maybe
something to survive the weather, hope to god they match,
doesn‘t matter if they stink because when else would a
deodorant come into play? But, picking out clothes is one
mammoth task. It depends on a gazillion factors, such as in
what transport am I going to take to college, or how many
people are going to stare me down or what is the
neighbourhood aunt going to think of me, how will the girls
in college judge me? After all, what people talk about me
takes precedence over what the weather is like to decide
appropriate clothing. Despite everything, I manage to dress
myself up not to mention the inside out t-shirt I confidently
wore. It‘s not even funny how clumsy I can be, I manage to
trip over just about everything and this time it was by
stepping over my mother‘s pyjamas. A glass of milk
accidently fell on the floor followed by the very usual,
What‘ll happen to this girl?

Somewhere when the night crept in, my fears about my
presence in the world kept getting bigger. What is the point
of me being here if I can‘t even get through a college
society? How can I ever be a role model if I will have no
stories to tell about the things I‘ve achieved? Maybe I‘ll just
be that girl who everyone would forget about. And just when
I talked to a close friend about all these little insecurities, she
reminded me that I was a girl who could make a person
laugh head over heels. I was a girl who once nursed a baby
bird back to health. I was a girl who loved to plan surprises
for people just to make their day. I was the girl who would
overwhelm the other person with kindness. I didn‘t believe
her. And before I could retire for the day my dog slowly
came up to me, jumped onto my bed, licked my face and
settled himself for the night in my arms. Maybe I was this
extraordinary creature in my dog‘s world that gave him
utmost comfort.

Anyway, I always manage to get myself late, so I hurry
towards the bus stop hoping and praying that I reach on time
for a lecture and my two hour battle in the public transport
does not go waste. Battle? Because of the innumerable times
people step on your feet, brush against you accidently,
intolerable smell of stinky armpits, the umpteenth number of
times you do the matrix step, or the struggle of standing still
when all you want is to close your eyes for ten minutes. After
all this comes the turn of the ultimate battleground called
college. For a person who likes to be laid back, college
comes like everything I never imagined it to be. Crazy
schedules, oodles of competition, truck loads of study
material, irreplaceable importance of a good attendance,
deadlines, constant judgement and it‘s never ending pace. In
the midst of all this, this one day I decided to audition for the
dramatics society. I thought I had a bit of flair for it.
Nevertheless, I didn‘t make it for the next round. This had
been my fourth rejection in a week. I beat myself up for it. If
only I had worked for it a bit more, maybe I could‘ve
achieved it. I kept sipping on my coffee in the cafe looking
around at all the happy faces, someone contented they have
things to do, some just in high spirits about life in general.

There has to be something extraordinary about an ordinary
girl when she happens to fight her own battles, when she
dreams fearlessly and with a sense of self pride, when she
turns her shamers down, when she picks up her own pieces
and moves forward in her own adventure called life.
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FREEDOM

बिखरी दास्तान

by Swastika Jajoo

मनवीन कौर

There are surging symphonies in the red
of your walls; they
rise and fall like heartbeats.
Your music is the gentle drop that
rests atop the mogra.
My hand, a lamp
now awaits
the wick of music.
Light can only come
with dawn and dawn is
a woman with a loosely knitted
saffron shawl
singing of her country.
She mastered the raag years ago,
but the music never came.
She never arrived.
One step closer,

इस ककताफ के आखखयी ऩन्नों ऩय
वो जो थी भेयी बफखयी दास्तान
कुछ माद है औय कुछ नहीॊ
जो छामा था वो आदभी का खौफ़
कुछ माद है औय कुछ नहीॊ
दनू नमा के वो जहयीरे रफ्जज
कयते हैं फेजुफान जो भझ
ु े
कुछ माद है औय कुछ नहीॊ
"उम्रे दयाज भाॉग कय राए थे चाय हदन
दो आयजू भें कट गए दो इन्तजाय भें"
फेहयहार, हकीकत नहीॊ तो ख्वाफ ही सही
भर
ु ाकात तो होगी
दपनाए हुए उन अयभानों की कबी अजान तो
होगी|

Yet never there.

THE LOST MYNAH
by Apoorva Gupta

ज द
ॊ गी की ककताि में
प्रशॊसा

ैस्वाऱ

जजॊदगी की ककताफ भें
तभाभ यहस्म छुऩे हुए हैं
भैं उन यहस्मों भें
हभेशा अऩना कर तराशती हूॉ ।
जजॊदगी के सयु भें
मादों,सऩनो औय अयभानो के
कई छॊ द आऩस भें गथ
ुॊ े हैं
भैं कोई बी धुन गन
ु गन
ु ा रेती हूॉ ।
ये त ऩें फने तभाभ कदभों के ननशानों भें
भैं अऩने कदभो को ऩहचान रेती हूॉ
वो भझ
ु े खुद तक ऩहुॊचाते हैं ।
भैं अकेरी हूॉ ऩय ननयाश नहीॊ
भैं अकेरी हूॉ ऩय उदास नहीॊ
भैं खश
ु हूॉ......कक भैं जजॊदा हूॉ
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A mix of cultures
The land has shown
But still like vultures
To hatred they are prone.
Deep down their heart
They know they are wrong
Still take part
In the devil‘s song.
Oh vulnerable brains!
Full of distress
As indignation drains
Their discretion in repress.
Trying to find ecstasy
In their pyrrhic victory
Living in a fantasy
Nothing but power hungry.
Committed to materialism
Blaspheme and conditionings
Lured by fanaticism
Infatuated by misgivings
Bereaved of truth, assumed
Lost in the castles
Of catastrophe and doomed
Away from the reality of fossils.

“BHRAMAAN SE BHRAM MILTA HAI”
by Anjna Dahiya
Some experiences are such which make a deep impact in your
life, and force you to think about yourself in ways which you
have never thought. More over these experiences are such
which cannot be explained by words present in the entire
English dictionary. You can sit for your entire life, keeping a
dictionary in your hand, searching frantically for a word
which will explain your feelings, but you just won‘t find such
a word! That‘s the thing, your feelings cannot be ever
explained; they can just be felt!
I realized these experiences through traveling. All those of
you who love traveling, exploring places, meeting new people
will relate with me so much! When you have the passion to
travel, you realize that each place has its own story to offer.
Some of the stories are such which will impact you in ways
which you would have never anticipated. And once you being
the journey of exploring these stories, your heart will always
want to travel to new places, exotic places, remote places, and
the list will just never end…
One of the most recent moments of my travel include trekking
a distance of 36km at the height of 13,200 ft. Yes I know, this
figure seems pretty over whelming, but believe me the
experience was nothing near over whelming; it was way
beyond it.
The journey was planned by my parents in order to give me a
break from the academic orientation of my life, but it ended
up creating an impression in my mind which will remain
imprinted for eternity.
Our destination was ―Gomukh‖ (situated in Uttrakhand). I
googled it crazily to find all the information I could gather
about this place. I found that this is a pilgrimage site from
where Bhagirathi River originates, which is also one of the
primary sources of the Ganga River and also is a place which
attracts adventure loving people, and my heart leapt on seeing
all the images on Google, and instantly I knew this was the
place for me! And my heart was right, as the after a
continuous stretch of fourteen hours from Delhi to Gangotri, I
could already sense all the positive vibes I was receiving after
seeing the Ganga flow with all her might, the mountains
covered with dense pine trees, the sadhus meditating along the
banks of the tumultuous stream, all sorts of people chanting
mantras, and smiling all along. I could sense the cool breeze
gliding over my face, could feel my hair dancing to the music
of the breeze. With the entire atmosphere being so
welcoming; I felt a certain sense of calm and serenity.
After retiring for the day in a guestroom, our guide informed
us that our trek will begin early in the next morning. Our
guide, he was simply wonderful. He told us stories of all sorts.
A very interesting incident that he told was that once a

German family had come to go to Gomukh, and they were so
influenced by Hinduism that they had named their daughters
as ‗Bhagirathi,‘ ‗Gangotri,‘ and ‗Yamunotri‘! All along the
way he told us about the various herbs that grew in the
mountainous region, their uses, he told us about the floods
which had deeply impacted the lives of people, how thousands
of people were affected, and were still coping up. Listening to
his stories, all along a way kept our spirits high, and kept our
physical exhaustion in a far away corner. Now talking about
physical exhaustion, the narrow path of the trek left us all
breathless but at the same time the view around made all our
efforts worth every bit. The air got sharper as we ascended
and we could actually feel the cold icy feeling inside our
body! The trek all along was a gradual one, we halted at
places, savored the tasty mountain tea, took pictures (although
the real essence of the scenery could not be even captured by
the camera!), and interacted with Sherpa‘s who greeted us
with warm smiles. All along, I didn‘t want to reach our
destination, I wanted to immerse in the moment forever. But,
obviously that didn‘t happen, we reached Gaumukh on the
second day, the sight was extraordinary; greenish- blue
glaciers and the Ganga was gushing out of it ferociously,
ready to overcome any obstacle that came in her way. This
was the moment when everything seemed so perfect such that
this perfectness also felt terrifying in a way. The trek came to
an end the next day; we were back in Gangotri, sat in our car
and bid farewell to the place.
Initially only the ‗adventure‘ aspect of the trip was in my
mind, only the adventurous part mattered to me. I didn‘t think
about anything else at all. I was too over whelmed to climb all
the high mountains, to walk over steep slopes, to climb rocks,
to carry heavy backpacks. But as our journey progressed, I
realized that this entire ‗adventure‘ had a spiritual awakening
to my being. I felt happy like never before, and there was no
reason for my happiness. It just came in small ways by seeing
the sun rise behind the mountains; seeing the day‘s colour
fade away into grey, and seeing the glorious peaks become
opaque silhouettes. Even now when I think about Gomukh, I
can still hear the gushing sound of the Ganga; see the streams
emerging out of the snow clad mountains; see the panoramic
view of the mountains. It feels as if I have transported back to
Gomukh, a place which helped me connect with myself. It
helped me get out of the chaos which I was facing while
living in Delhi. Now, whenever I think about Gomukh, the
phrase that comes in my mind is ―Bhramaan se Bhram Milta
Hai‖ which means- you clear your misconceptions through
your travel.
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IN YOUR DREAMS! by Tarang Kaur
Most of us have seen Inception, and almost all of us
have at least heard of it. How could we not? It was such
a huge hit, garnered so much revenue, won so many
awards (but Leonardo diCaprio still didn‘t win an
Oscar, heh)... And if you‘re familiar with Inception,
then—perhaps without realising it—you‘re already
somewhat familiar with lucid dreaming. ―What is that?
When did it feature in the film?‖ might be questions
you have if you (like me) made the mistake of watching
the film without subtitles.
(FUN FACT: Christopher Nolan drew on his own
experiences as a lucid dreamer, but never used the
term in his film. In doing so, he gave himself the
freedom to create his own dream mythology, about
entering people‘s dreams and planting or stealing
secrets. That‘s cool, but not actually possible. I know, I
was a bit disappointed too.)

the Electro-oculograph (EOG). He was consciously
giving the REM signal while asleep.
"On waking, the subject described how he suddenly
realised he was dreaming, and consciously made the
signals before continuing the lucid dream experience.
They were the first ever signals communicated from
within a lucid dream," explained Dr Hearne. Though
Hearne's results were not widely distributed, further
scientific evidence of lucid dreaming was produced in
the 1980s, with lucid dreamers being able to
demonstrate to researchers that they were consciously
aware of being in a dream state.
Then came another breakthrough: Magnetic
Resonance Imaging.
A study conducted at the Neurological Laboratory in
Frankfurt in 2009, led by Dr Ursula Voss, detected
brainwaves in the range of 40 Hz (Gamma range)
during lucid dreams. Doesn‘t mean much to us, does it?
Well, let‘s put that in context: typical dreams take place
in the Theta range (4-7 Hz), while waking
consciousness averages in the Beta range (16-31 Hz).
That means lucid dreams allow us to tap into even
higher states of consciousness than waking reality. If
that doesn‘t excite you, I don‘t know what to say.

Simply put, a lucid dream is one where you‘re aware
that you‘re dreaming, thus allowing you to control or
manipulate your dream to some extent. Sounds very
SciFi, doesn‘t it? But here‘s the best part: it might exist
in real life. The first time that the scientific potential of
lucid dreaming was recognised was by Marquis
d‘Hervey de Saint-Denys. He wrote about it in a book,
and gave it a title even longer than his name—Les
Reves et Les Moyens se Les Diriger: Observations
Pratiques. This lengthy French phrase translates to
―Dreams and the Ways to Direct them: Practical
Observations‖ (which is no less of a mouthful).
Published in 1867, it not only accounted for SaintDenys' own experiences, but was also an extensive
study of the phenomenon of lucid dreaming. His ideas
were carried forward by researchers like Dr Celia
Green; they were also contested by killjoys like
philosopher Norman Malcolm (more on that later). The
biggest drawback of this theory—how does one
actually study or measure lucidity in dreams?

Techniques were developed that have been
experimentally proven to enhance the likelihood of
achieving this state.
DISCLAIMER: If these don‘t work, then the author is
not to be blamed. (If anyone does achieve some sort of
state of higher consciousness, though, then she‘s not
above accepting an iced tea of gratitude.)
Dream recall: Keep a dream journal or a recording
device handy when you sleep. Record the dreams you
experience as soon as you wake up (take a minute or
two to concentrate on your memory of the dream
before you start writing. This will facilitate better
recall).
Dream signs: This term, coined by Stephen LaBerge (a
psycho physiologist and a leader in the scientific study
of lucid dreaming), refers to the elements of dreams
that indicate that you are dreaming (miraculous flight,
for example, or meeting deceased people, or Leonardo
diCaprio getting an Oscar.) After studying your dreams
for a period of time, you can eventually become
familiar with your own personal dream signs and
recognize when you‘re dreaming.

British parapsychologist Keith Hearne hit upon the
answer.
In 1975, Dr Hearne conducted an experiment in UK‘s
Hull University, where he devised a signalling method
using Rapid Eye Movement (REM). The subject, Alan
Worsley, was wired up to a multi-channel chart
recorder and monitored through the night. Finally, just
before 8 am:
There was a sequence of large zig-zag movements on
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Reality testing: Make it a habit to ask yourself, ―Am I dreaming?‖
throughout the day. Though you might get some weird looks, this habit might
eventually start showing up in your dreams as well. Hands and feet are often
blurry and distorted in dreams; even text and time are nonsensical, or keep
changing. So test if you‘re awake or not by looking at your hands, or a book
or clock.
REM sleep: Vivid dreams occur most often in the REM phase of sleep,
characterised by Rapid Eye Movement. Set an alarm to go off 4.5, 6 or 7
hours after you fall asleep—chances of REM sleep occurring are highest at
these times. Wake up, and fall back asleep again. Stick to a regular sleep
schedule to get more regular REM sleep.
Binaural beats: Listening to a different sound frequency in each ear will
cause your brain to interpret the two sound waves' overlapping pattern as an
audio beat (even though no beat is included in the sound). Although this
definitely changes the brain's electrical activity, scientists are still unsure if
this can actually stimulate lucid dreaming—ah, well, no harm in trying!
This is all well and good, but let’s put a damper on the fun—
Dr. Patrick McNamara of Boston University says that there‘s no scientific
way to know for certain that someone is dreaming (other than to wake them
up and ask them!) Professor Norman Malcolm dismisses lucid dreaming as
―absurd‖ and ―impossible‖, claiming that the only criterion of the truth is the
dreamer saying so. (We might not like this killjoy attitude, but to be fair, he
does have a point). Other researchers have described the phenomenon of lucid
dreaming not as a part of sleep, but as a brief wakeful state, or "microawakening". Even LaBerge admits that the criterion for ―sleep state‖ is
subjective—physiologically, brain activity during REM sleep is similar to
wakefulness. LaBerge's subjects always experienced their lucid dream while
in a state of REM, and Dr. John Allan Hobson was the one who illustrated the
subsequent ambiguity of these experiments. He concluded that lucid dreaming
is a state of both waking and dreaming. Another theory is that perhaps lucid
dreaming is closer to meditation than anything else.
So what’s the verdict? While there have been scientific studies on lucid
dreaming, they’re not enough to completely extinguish he doubts of
sceptics. But is Inception likely to take place in real life any time soon?
Ha! In your dreams!
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THE REST IS HISTORY by Richa Goenka
One

himself. The world suddenly looked much
brighter and he felt much younger. People
stopped in the middle of the street to stare at
him; they gazed open-mouthed at him out of
windows; they braked their chariots to take a
good look. The dye was having results beyond
his wildest dreams. ‗I look like a Greek God,‘
he said to himself.

‗Darling, do you think I am getting old?‘ asked
the famous mathematician as he looked into the
mirror, clutching a small bunch of white hair
and trying to uproot them, as if that would
solve the problem.
‗Of course not, Archie‘ replied his wife. ‗You
are as young as you were thirty years ago, if
not younger.‘

He smirked as he looked sideways at the people
staring at him, he did not see what was in front
of him and crashed into a ladder standing on
the footpath. He was dimly aware of a red
shower from the heavens before he realized that
he was drenched. And in the next split second,
a heavy wooden box hit him on his head.
Fuming, he looked up to see a young man
descending the ladder. ‗Why on earth are you
doing this in the middle of the footpath?‖ he
asked.

‗Well, countered Archimedes, ‗I always thought
the Lord gave me an overdose of mathematics,
while you got a raw deal.‘

Meaning?
‗Oh, nothing, nothing. I think I should go get
my
hair
dyed.‘
‗You even look haggard. It‘s this crown
business, I‘m telling you. Why don‘t you just
give it up?‘

‗How else am I going to paint the walls? And
why on earth are you walking around with your
eyes closed? I should apologize if I were you,
rather than shouting madly,‘ came the angry
retort.

‗Give it up? !Never! It‘s a challenge, I must
solve it. Besides, I‘m almost there.‘
‗You‘ve been ―almost there‖ for the last three
weeks. Anyway, buy a couple of fresh-looking
cabbages on your way back. And don‘t argue
with the grocer about cabbage density.‘

‗Oh, so I‘m the mad one? Do you know who I
am? I am Archimedes, the King‘s engineer.‘

Archimedes groaned. ‗Oh no, not cabbages
again,‘ he said, and with that, walked out,
humming a short poem he had composed just
that morning.

‗And I am Alcibiades, this neighbourhood‘s
painter. So hold your tongue, and help me
move my ladder from this mess you‘ve made.‘

Am I happy with my life?

‗Your ladder is but a trifle. Give me a place to
stand, and I shall move the world.‘ And with
that, Archimedes marched off.

How I wish I had

Three

‗Every day I ask myself,

‗Archie, dear, what happened?‘ asked his wife
in a worried voice. ‗Why are you covered in
blood?‘

A young and beautiful wife.
How I wish I could eat a

How I wish I could find out

‗It‘s not blood, just red paint,‘ he replied tired.
‗I suppose that renders all my dyeing useless.‘

The density of a golden crown.‘

‗I think you should go have a bath.‘

Chocolate cake, black-brown,

Two

Fifteen minutes later, Archimedes‘ wife heard
triumphant shouts of ‗Eureka! Eureka!‘.

As Archimedes walked out of the overcrowded
hair salon, he could feel a remarkable change in

The rest, as they say, is history.
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THE EGYPTIAN DAYS By Mitakshara Medhi
This is not a travelogue. You get that easily on the internet.
This is something really special. So special, that I couldn‘t
just keep it to myself. This is my memoirs of finding love.
Lest the readers get disappointed at a later stage, let me
clarify this. Love doesn‘t always have to do with a Mr.
Right.

properly). Yet, they could slowly and steadily understand
what I was teaching, and I could understand what their needs
were (Maiyya meant water, pee-pee equalled toilet, and
―mamma gaiyya‖ was them asking me ―if my mother is
coming?‖). Even the nannies would talk to me in sign
language, and we would perfectly get each other. The jokes
we shared, were through the movement of the hands and our
When I had first stepped into the nursery, an immense gush
facial expressions.
of happiness rushed into me. Inexplicable, tremendous. My
first day as a teacher in Egypt! It seems Egypt is considered Here, I would like to narrate the incident of this 3-year old
as one of the most ―conservative‖ of the Middle Eastern cute little kid named Omar Ali. Now Omar Ali was thought
countries. About 90% of the women out there wear Hijaab, to be the most notorious of the kids in the class. He would
and cover all parts of their body. So it was no wonder that all just not sit steady, would move around, disturbing the other
my friends got really excited and scared at the same time, kids. All the teachers were (and maybe still are) frustrated
when I told them about my decision to go there. Some of with him. On normal occasions, from a teacher‘s
them even went up to my mother and told her that soon there perspective, he should have been my least favourite. Yet
is going to be a revolution, and your daughter is going to be things turned out quite different. We people are so busy
the face of it. Obviously, my mother immediately warned judging things by how they look, that we fail to notice the
me to keep my anger and my loud mouth, under the highest small details of it. Omar Ali never disturbed a kid in the
security locks of my control system. ―We want you back class. All his intentions were directed towards making the
alive‖ was what she said.
other kids happy. But in his endeavour to make everyone
happy, we adults often misunderstood his gestures. How do I
A revolution did take place. No, not in the country. But
know this? Well, once there was this certain child who was
within myself. I reached Egypt with pre-conceived notions
crying in class (Mamma gaiyya?). Omar was trying so hard
of how the people are going to be. However, my first
to calm him down that the child bit Omar really hard. Yes,
encounter with the girl who came to pick me up (wearing the
he cried. For like five minutes? And then what did he do?
hijaab, of course), immediately crushed all my stereotypes.
Go back to the child, to try to make him happy again! Yes,
She was a girl who had found love, after a failed
the child who bit him so hard that one could see deep
relationship. And her parents approved of the guy. She
impressions of two pairs of teeth. Life was that simple for
couldn‘t have been happier. So contradictory to the thought
him, you see! There were no grudges, and he was too pure to
that they would be forced into marrying strangers.
hate.
Even the posters around the city did not show the
If this doesn‘t convince you, then what Omar did next
―patriarchy‖ that the Middle Eastern countries are thought to
definitely will. So one day, the teachers put the blame on me
have. Yes, the female models wore gowns and dresses. But
for not stopping the older kids while they were vandalising
their bodies were never sexualised to sell a product. Nor
the art work. Truth was, I was not even present in that class
were the male models posing naked for any ads. You see,
because I was with the younger ones. When I came back to
sexualising of a human body, male or female, was not a
see the kids off, I was extremely angry (although I did not
necessity out there, unlike how it is taken for granted in
show it overtly). As I was thinking of ways to cope up with
countries like ours. Patriarchy much? I don‘t think so!
this, lest it should affect the kids, I felt a tug in my kurta. I
The best thing about Egypt was that I got to live with people looked down and saw Omar. He was smiling brightly and
from different countries and cultures, and consequently, pointing at his smile with his tiny little finger. Took me a
made friends across continents. Kenya, Mexico, Columbia, second to realise what he was trying to do. He was trying to
Serbia, Kuwait, China, Malaysia and India; yes, these are the make me smile! It was so unusual for him to not see me
countries that I have friends in, currently. But what was smiling. Now tell me, folks! How many people have actually
shocking about those days was that there wasn‘t a single tried to make you smile? How many people have YOU tried
gloomy day for me in Egypt for all of the three weeks.
to make happy? And there he was – a 3 year old kid, who
did not know my language, and I did not know his. Yet all
Why, one would wonder? And then, I would say, it must
he could think of is how to get my smile back on my face.
have been love. Yes! The kids, in the nursery! My first class
Yet the teachers did not like a pure child like him. So,
was with the youngest of the lot; the one I had to start from
imagine, how many people we judge and start disliking
scratch. And from the very beginning, I could feel the
because we did not look close enough?
magic. You see, I did not know Arabic. They did not know
English (I doubt if they even knew their own language
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Soon after this incident, my nursery was switched without
my knowledge. I couldn‘t say a goodbye to my kids. But
the sorrow soon passed away in my new nursery. The kids
were older and knew English. And they accepted me, as I
am, from day one. Such is the love of children, the purest
creatures created by God. They never judge you, they are
hardly ever angry with you (even if you send them to the
―naughty corner‖ for being noisy in class), and if you love
them, they would definitely not take you for granted, and
love you back as much, or even more. Their lives are just
too simple, and uncontaminated by the ―worldly‖ affairs
of what is right and what is wrong. So what have WE
grown up to be?

what the situation was. I guess it somehow transported me
back to my childhood days. Maybe that is why, the things
that got complicated while I was growing, fell perfectly
into place. Maybe it is a high time we look close, close
enough to break the barriers of pre-conceived thoughts.
Close enough to see, more clearly, what reality actually is.

And hence, contrary to what people say about ―ups‖ and
―downs‖ in life, I was really happy out there, no matter

WHEN DREAMS SHATTER
By Sana Jamal
Yet I don‘t ask God, ―Why me, Why me?,
I only say, ―Try me, Try me‖
It has made me strong,
To face in life all thorns.
The foolish heart knows,
This was a person grows.
That Rainbow comes after heavy rain,
Yet it sobs in pain.
On this special day of mine,
I‘ll again try to be fine.
Cause it‘s my new day,
I‘ll begin again with smile and gay,
So sorrows in my life don‘t stay.
That ambition of mine was so dear,
As bright as sun and crystal clear,
But no more dreams, I don‘t dare.
It‘s a birth of new me,
With no more dreams to see.
Cause I‘m scared of them,
When they scatter all of a sudden.
It‘s time to make a beginning brand new,
With aspirations quite few,
As on a dry leaf a drop of dew.
Is a sign of hope,
And gives strength to cope.
To the world I narrate with sigh,
I had a dream so clear so high,
For which anything I could defy.
But that dream is no more alive,
And I hope my dreamless future be bright.

I had a dream so clear so high,
For which anything I could defy.
But this dream was when broken,
It left me simply frozen.
It‘s gone forever,
And it‘ll come back never,
I wonder why life plays so clever.
Left is a little hope,
And heart soundlessly broke.
It was once in a life time chance,
Which slipped from hands just in a glance.
Now I feel simply fired,
Because I didn‘t get what I desired.
With dreams comes no warranty,
And I‘m not ready to accept any guarantee.
So dream on your risk,
Cause there is no fulfillment fixed.
People do flatter,
But when dreams shatter,
There is no clatter,
And for people it‘s hardly their matter.
World will ask you to dream,
But when it breaks tears flow as stream.
For all these happy living years,
I never asked for anything else in players.
Don‘t dream it‘s a warning,
It‘s wore than starving,
You have everything except your dream belonging.
I have no complaints I don‘t deny,
But to myself I cannot satisfy.
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Dear Junior,

a great idea to stay up till 4am watching
Friends.

No matter where you are or what you‟re
doing right now, you‟re probably a little
overwhelmed, a little confused by some
things. You‟ve come a long way in the last
few months, and it takes a while getting
used to all of it, making a place for yourself
in this whirlwind of choices and situations. I
don‟t know much, I‟m just a second year,
I‟m still figuring things out, but my hope is
that you‟re able to derive some strength
from this, the way I was able to as I wrote it.
When I first came to Delhi I didn‟t know
anybody here, none of my friends from
school, no senior I could go to for help. I
became increasingly aware of this and
agitated by it as the months rolled by. So
here are some of the things I wish someone
had told me when I was a fresher, some of
the things that will most likely happen to
you on this roller-coaster of a journey. It‟s
okay. It‟s normal. You will be fine.

After some time passes, you‟ll get to the real
stuff - the stuff nobody tells you about
college. How it feels to have your family
make plans that you‟re not a part of, or to
come back to your room, tired after a hard
day, to find a messy bed, unwashed clothes
and cold food. You‟ll wonder why you left
the comfort of your home and the bedroom
you grew up in to come and share a 6x8
room with a stranger. You will fight with
your roommate, many times. Some fights
will be bigger than others. You will also
grow to love her, but it won‟t be like any
other friendship you have. Give yourselves
the space you need from each other. Maybe
someday, when you‟re done being
roommates, you can be real friends.
Slowly, you will find your people. They will
come to be your family. You will build an
impenetrable bastion upon the grounds of
post-midnight
conversations,
shared
clothes, grocery shopping and cheap vodka
in plastic glasses. They‟ll be your “safe
space”, to retreat into when life gets tough.
You‟ll enter their rooms without knocking,
crib about your work, take care of them
when they‟re sick, know exactly what they‟ll
have when you‟re ordering in, how much
sugar they like in their coffee. You‟ll be
crushed when you discover that these
people already have their own “people” –
people they‟ve grown up with, people they
will always put first. You have those people
too, they just may not be here with you.
Eventually, you‟ll learn that there are all
kinds of friendships for all kinds of reasons,
and that the expectations you came with
may not always be what other people want.
It‟s nobody‟s fault. Try to come to terms
with it. It‟s difficult, but possible.

Once the excitement of Board results are
over, the „last-time‟s are behind you, the
goodbyes are said, it will be time for you to
finally leave. It‟ll be hard. It‟s been over a
year, and it‟s STILL hard to leave home.
Every single time. You‟ll do it anyway. You‟ll
pack a bag, rent a room, open a bank
account, learn to use a debit card, and it‟s all
you from there on out.
The first few days will be a blur. You‟ll meet
too many people, be given too many
instructions, mess up too many times. I
didn‟t cry at all. I didn‟t have the time. If you
do, it‟s okay. You won‟t be the only one. It
won‟t be long before you get it together.
You‟ll learn to survive on Wai Wai and Ice
Tea for when the mess food is too bad, you
won‟t be shy to change in a room full of
people anymore, and after attending a few
8:45 classes in pajamas, you‟ll figure it isn‟t
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A lot of people talk about leaving
but very few tell you what it‟s like
to go back. Your first trip home
will be incredible. Suddenly
everything will just shift back
into focus. That‟s both a good
and a bad thing. You‟ll really
realize how MUCH you‟ve
changed, and how much your
friends have. It may make it
difficult to go back to how things
were. Some friendships will fade,
some will become stronger than
ever. Hold on to those. You
might be just a little bit jealous
when your friends talk about
their lives in other cities, their
new friends, chilled out classes,
„that crazy night when we….‟. It‟s
really easy to feel that way. Tell
them. Maybe they feel the same
way.
Being in LSR, you‟re exposed to a
plethora of issues. You will be
surprised at how much you‟ve
matured, how soon. Every little
thing will begin to affect you.
You‟ll over think. You‟ll probably
have somewhat of an existential
crisis. You will be driven and
confused and frustrated at the
same time. If you talk about it,
you will be amazed at how many
other people here feel the same
way. Seniors will inspire you.
You will find unlikely sources of
comfort in the most unexpected
of people. It may bother you
sometimes that you don‟t have a
conventional “college life” per se,
that LSR isn‟t quite the Lindsay
Lohan/Karan Johar movie you
had imagined for yourself, but
maybe you‟ll find something
greater than that.
Nobody stands in the same river
twice, everybody has a different
kind of college experience.

Whatever yours may be, I assure
you it‟s going to be one hell of a
ride. For those of you who are
not from Delhi, „home‟, will soon
become a blurred place between
here and there. It is amazing and
humbling and truly scary at
times to live a life that spans two
cities, to know that wherever you
go there are people who will be
glad to see you, and the place you
leave will have people who miss
you. It also means that you are
never quite content in one place,
that you can never have all your
favourite people in the same
place at the same time. You will
learn the fine art of balance. Of
holding on and letting go.
If I could offer you one piece of
advice, it would be this : There is
never going to be a right time.
Your convictions will never be
stronger, and your intentions
more pure than they are right
now. So chase whatever excites
you. Take that road trip to
McLeodganj and get lost on a
mountain. Wake up at 6am on a
Sunday morning and buy
second-hand
books
in
Daryaganj. Spend all your money
on that concert you‟ve been
waiting for, and dance till you
can‟t move anymore. Try out for
that society you secretly want to
be a part of. Make pancakes even
though you can‟t cook – if they
get burnt, drench them in maple
syrup and eat them anyway. Get
that haircut you‟ve always
wanted. They say there‟s a time
and place for everything – it‟s
called college. Make the most of
it.
Love,
Someone who’s been there.
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THE BEAUTY OF FOREVER
By Akshita Negi
Forever. It‘s a promise, a hope to some and a
dream, a distant vision to others. Some may say
that it doesn‘t exist while others may give
instances, making themselves believe that it does.
The reason that ―forever‖ is so sought after is
because we all want to be remembered in a
universe that erases all memories and all marks. It
is a scary place, full of unknown shadows and
billion possibilities, yet we want it. There is a
certain beauty in the mystery and complexity of the
term. But what most people don‘t realize is that
forever is now. It is the memories we make and the
moments that make us smile because no matter
how inevitable the destruction of human existence
is, our mind is always capable of creating its own
forever.
Forever is not just an ―always‖ or an ―infinity‖ and
I think that is the most beautiful thing. For most
people, fading away is almost traumatizing, for
everything they have been doing in their lives, will
fade away with time and it is pretty disappointing.
But this is where the ―living‖ comes in. It is when
you start living that you start making mistakes and
start falling and stumbling. The society tries its best
to tell us to do things that will make our tomorrow
better and we end up becoming another name in the
list of people murdered by the future. We crave
ourselves of the things we want, we work hard,
pass on things that are small but can be a great
source of happiness and we do it all for something
that may or may not even exist.
Forever finds a home in simple pleasures of life for
those are the moments that last a lifetime. There
have been times when you saw something so
astonishingly beautiful that it left you awestruck for
a long time. There have been moments where you
saw or heard a story only you know. It is moments
like these that last forever. Things like these
happen to us all the time and they slowly take a
backseat in our mind from where they gradually
disappear but they still happen for they don‘t care if
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they will always be with you or not, they just
happen.
Forever is a paradox. Humans want to make a mark
in the universe, be remembered for eternity and yet
they don‘t bother to make moments last. We are at
all times too busy thinking about how to make
things stay forever that we forget that this is
someone‘s forever already. We make monuments
and statues, we write and create only for it all to be
returned to dust. There are things that would last,
but forever is a long time, long enough to make the
brightest stars burn out. The past and the future of
our universe is unknown and yet we want it to be
ours. There are many instances which may prove
otherwise, many people who would contradict this
view and say they don‘t want to be here forever but
the truth is, even they want to be remembered.
Forever is an illusion and we all fall prey to it
whether we like it or not.
Forever is beautiful uncertainty. It gives us hope
and space to dream. Yes, it might not exist or may
not be what we want it to be but it might exist and
may even be better. I am not saying that we should
drop everything and do what our heart desires but
we need to appreciate what we have now because
that will, in the end, create our forever. We need to
build our own forever with moments that might
seem irrelevant to others but create magic for us. It
could be anything. It could be watching the city
you love at night or a reply from your favourite
YouTuber. It is what you feel in that moment that
gives it the power to be a forever.
Forever is nothing but a lasting memory, a crazy
dream, an insane obsession and an infinitely long
time. It happens for those who are willing to take a
chance and live life while being consciously aware
of the future and can still somehow work it all out.
For people like that, forever is a work in
progress. For the rest of us, this is forever.

I AM

HERE, HAVE A HEART
by Adrija Ghosh
Evidence of your
Heart has a way
Of showing up
On my neck.
The illusion,
That I call my home.
The illusion,
That is your embrace,
Has become my prison.
A monotone demeanor,
Affection devoid of empathy.
You ask me to unwrap,
The gift.
"Here, have a heart."
I have, yours.
Yet, you want me to
Wear our story on my skin.
The calligraphy of your spite,
Is etched on my neck.
I picked the wrong poison.
But, I am meant to die.
I'd rather let you,
Put me to rest.
We have been black and blue.
Blood, brazen fists, and merciless.
I confine myself to your hell,
As I light the candles for our anniversary.
Your evening fury that spills,
And carries over into the morning.
Exhausted due to lack of sleep.
Our souls tired,
Of our warring dominance and
submission.
I would like to ease,
In the quietness of your sleep,
In the lonely autumn dusk.
Put me to rest, for a while.
Let me recompose,
So, I can absorb your rage.
But,
Your quietness,
Is violent.
I guess,
Causeless love
Has no remedy.
You are mine to love,
I am yours, to regret.

by Akshara Bhargava
I am a beauty, with scars and bruises,
A beauty born out of countless abuses
I am a woman, who knows the art,
A woman who is sold as art
I am a goddess, who is worshipped regularly,
A goddess who is beaten thoroughly
I am a lady, who is dressed beautifully,
A lady explaining torn clothes, looked on sarcastically
I am a Queen, crowned and ornamented,
A Queen, with charred lips and eyes, tainted
I am a wife, with a happily married life,
A wife who starts her day with her neck staked to the knife
I am a mother, with love and limit,
A mother, of many children, illegitimate
I am a pretty face that adds to my personality,
A pretty face of marks and blood, yet shows my serenity
I am a musical note, so sweet and melodious,
A musical note full of cries and sounds odious
I am someone, who speaks with soul and character,
Someone who does so, in accordance with her master
I am scenery, of great heavenly worth,
Scenery sullied with brutish dirt
I am an object, in pageants with a crown,
An object, to be used and then thrown around
I am a culture, to represent her country,
A culture that is diminishing silently
I am a tradition, a festival to be celebrated,
A tradition that is constantly degraded
I am a society, that inculcates values,
A society where a woman, is worth less than “no-value”
I am a present, that curses her past,
A present with no future, alas
I am the colour of love, care and such lot,
The colour that falls on the blind spot
I am a daughter; to the parents I am dear,
A daughter, but her heart is full of fear
I am a soul; mighty, powerful and pure,
A soul, whose wounds have no cure,
I am a flower, colourful and lively,
A flower trampled on the ground cruelly
I am a piece of art that is drawn by everyone,
A piece of art that can change no one
I am a paper, to write many scenes,
A paper, crushed and reduced to pains
I am a road, travelled very often,
A road broken, leading men to their coffin
I am a commodity, to be bought and sold for lakhs,
A commodity that has no „value added tax‟
I am a vision, which is constant every time,
A vision which has seen no less than a brutal crime
I am a mirror that you observe so thoughtfully,
A mirror whose image is this eventually.
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In Conversation With Kuldeep Bhaiyaa
Archisha Bhattacharjee
Great opportunities to help others
seldom come, but small ones surround
us every day. -Sally Koch
In our department, whenever we think
of any logistical assistance, the first
name that comes to our mind is
Kuldeep bhaiya. Whether it comes to
any help in setting up the lab for a
presentation, or any material we
require for our practical, or even as
much as requiring a little piece of
stationery, he is ever ready to help.
This time, we went up to him to lend
an ear to his story. He was taken aback
initially about our curiosity but
eventually he couldn’t stop grinning
from ear to ear which made our hearts
warm and he, poured his heart out. He
was born and brought up in Delhi itself
and has been in city for the last fortyfive years. He did his schooling from a
government school in Himachal
Pradesh and is an intermediate pass.
His journey with LSR began when his
father, a caretaker in the institution
itself spoke to the principal for a job
for him before which he worked at the
Shri Ram Fibre Company. He joined us
in 2003. And hasn’t look back ever
since.
Kuldeep bhaiya spoke affectionately
about our college and the department
in particular. He feels that the
atmosphere that this college creates is
just magical and everyone around him
has been really warm and nice,
students and faculty likewise. Initially,
he worked in the library before being
associated with the psychology
department. He fondly said that he
misses the old batches, they were
really lovely to work with and talk
with, but the newer batches seem lost
in their own world, probably because
when they come they don’t even know
who he is and just seem indifferent.
Most of the old batches were really
pleasant and polite towards him. On
being asked about the third years, he

said that he has grown really fond of
all of them over the last three years
and would miss them when they pass
out next year, but that’s just reality,
people come and go, it’s the circle of
life. He wished them good luck for
their future. We also happened to ask
who his favourite faculty teacher was,
to which his response was Pushpita
ma’am, because she constantly makes
it a point to interact and ask for his
well-being.
Being in LSR, for him, was not without
its struggles. His had to fight for his
right for an entrepreneurial promotion
which was denied and he was forced
to engage in a court battle. He also
travels for long hours to get to college,
but to put it in his words, it is all worth
it. “But college, when compared to
school is very relaxed, children can go
and eat whenever they want to, even
skip classes and have fun, school was
very strict for me. Life in college is just
fun” Just like it does for many of us,
this college grew on him as well. He
has two little children, and he wishes
for them to grow up and be successful
in life. “My daughter told me, even she
wants to come to LSR, I told her that
even she can, she just need to work
hard in life. Hard work pays.”
It’s so very often that we overlook
little gestures people make in our daily
life. Kuldeep bhaiya, with his humble,
warm and ready to help nature, makes
our lives a little easier day after day. A
small gesture on our part, by
honouring and paying him a tribute in
our own way, visibly made his day. A
little nervous, he went on to tell
excerpts from his world that made him
who he is today. And he stands proud
about all that he has achieved. He is a
gentleman who wishes to give his best
to the college that has given him so
much and we wish him well for the
oncoming years in this magical space!
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